Land
BOLO
P2’s BOLO Land software was built to help manage the unique challenges of land
management, and eliminate the need for using multiple platforms and workarounds. With BOLO Land,
companies have access to vital information with the click of a button — delivering actionable data for all
parties across the enterprise, from the oil landman to operations.
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Managing All Areas of Impact
Whether it’s negotiating a contract, accessing accurate lease and contract information or keeping
ownership information up to date, a great deal of your business requires efficiently managed leases.
BOLO Land was designed to tame the most complex land management data scenarios and eliminate the
pitfalls that can hamper an organization’s productivity and effectiveness. Ease in data entry and copy
functions eliminates traditional challenges to recording business — allowing better tracking of information
in a database. User-defined tables and configurable setups enable users to achieve unprecedented data
consistency. From more consistent data management comes increased accuracy in reporting.
BOLO Land ensures companies know exactly what their holdings are and helps them avoid losing leases
due to missed payments. BOLO ties complete land management capabilities in with its formidable oil and
gas accounting and production software packages — Land is fully integrated with other BOLO modules,
but is also available as a stand-alone module.
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Growth-Oriented Companies
BOLO is used by nearly two hundred oil and gas companies from startups to some of the top energy
companies in the United States. It was built for growth-oriented companies and is scalable to meet
today’s needs and tomorrow’s demands. Designed for companies with U.S. properties, BOLO provides
the tools necessary to meet the most stringent requirements including GAAP and SOX requirements.

Benefits
• Sets up a lease with minimal information for a quick inventory.
• Allows change of lease and property numbers at anytime to facilitate acquisitions and reorganizations.
• Links contracts to related wells, leases and other contracts for easy cross referencing.
• Creates one deck that manages all ownership changes and marketing arrangements and is resolved
dynamically using the effective date of the change.

Features
• BOLO delivers a single view of all land
management information and delivers built-in
controls that make it easy to manage:
-- Oil and gas leases, surface leases, rights-ofway, and mineral deeds with one integrated
database.
-- All obligations necessary to retain leases —
for the complete lifecycle of every lease, to
scheduling and execution of payments.
-- Rental calendars, with a foolproof function that
ensures Lease Analysts will review all leases at
least once a year.
-- An unlimited number of contracts and contract
types, including JOAs, purchase and sale agreements,
farm-ins, farm-outs and unit agreements.
-- The complexities of ownership and continual
changes to ownership.

The user-friendly Land module stores landmanagement information in one location, giving
parties across the enterprise access to vital data with
one click.

-- Comprehensive property master information
that departments throughout the organization
can access for consistent, complete information.

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@P2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.
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